
Change through Data 



Abou Ei Amplified 

Impact

The research proposed 
will help quantify emotions 

towards DEI. 

We will quantify how 
much stakeholders feel 
and use this data to try 

making change. 

Quantified data can also 
be used to optimise for 

change and further 
impact.

Solutions

Understanding people's 
perception is integral to 

understanding their goals 
and incentives. 

We will quantify emotional 
sentiment to diagnose 

how each group perceive 
their future, their fears, 

their goals and how we 
can best help them 

forward.  

Problems 

Understanding of the 
diverse need and 

challenges faced by 
individuals are integral to 

providing community 
resource for everyone. 

This research will identify 
the individual needs of 

each marginalized groups 
from their own lens. 

Data will be quantified 
objectively to chart the 
best resource solution 

forward.



What We Provide

Report & 
Implementation of 
Solution

DEI diagnostic 
& impact 
quantification

Emotional Data 
Collection & 
Design

AI & Natural 
Language Processing 

<Ei Amp>



Our Tech



Data Tool Case

<Artificial intelligence> & 
<Regression>

<Data filtering> & 
<Meta filter>

<Human experience> & 
<Emotional sentiment>

Return (‘quantitative analysis 
of data trend’)

Return (‘reduce data bias 
and introduce weight’)

Return (‘introducing human 
factor to research’)

<Ei Amp>

Ei Amplified uses three distinct category of data tools to help us process research data 
and better analyze experimental result. Each will be specified on a later page.



Data filter and Meta filter 
in research

<Ei Amp>

Meta-filters determines the grouping of samples. We generally look at age, gender and 
ethnicity as meta filters. Data filters are dependent variable in the research. Its parameters like 

different emotional sentiment (happiness, sadness, etc.) we test for. 



NLP and Quantitative 
Analysis

<Ei Amp>

Our results are generated through Natural language processing (NLP) algorithms, which 
quantify levels of each emotional sentiment (data filters) and generate a percentage result 

for each sample group. 



Show Case







Diversity in Programs

<Ei Amp>

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MThwyDiJraGyo13o_MrjsiIxyhjTiMfJ/preview


Who we work and collaborate with 

Winner of 
startup 
challenge at:



Change through Data 
admin@eiamplified.com

mailto:admin@eiamplified.com

